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A B S T R A C T   

An integrated near-field plasmonic tweezers, based on two gold half-ring elements, is proposed. The device 
consists of a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguide on which two symmetric half-ring-shaped elements are 
deposited. The SOI waveguide, having dimensions 500 × 220 nm, enables single mode light propagation at 1.55 
μm. The structure of the half-ring plasmonic tweezers exhibits up to five design parameters: inner radius ri, outer 
radius re, gap g, height h and angle ϑ. Gold permittivity is modeled by means of a Drude equation. The trapping 
performance is investigated by evaluating the optical force exerted on a nanoparticle having a radius of 25 nm, 
together with the stiffness and the trapping potential. Simulation results show that stable trapping is achieved for 
an input power as low as 27 mW at 1.55 μm, with a stiffness of − 4.06 fN mW− 1 nm− 1.   

1. Introduction 

In recent years, the development of optical devices and systems to 
address environmental pollution has attracted a lot of research interest. 
In fact, the presence of harmful particulate matter (PM) in the atmo-
sphere, mainly produced by industrial activities and by the combustion 
of fossil fuels, is a source of many serious diseases, such as lung cancer, 
asthma attacks, allergies, etc. Such particulate matter often occurs in the 
form of fine dust with diameters ranging from a few microns to a few 
tens of nanometers. In order to monitor the exposure to PM, it is then 
important to develop suitable devices capable of detecting and capturing 
it. For this purpose, plasmonic tweezers represent excellent candidates. 
They allow stable trapping of nanoparticles within very compact 
structures by exploiting the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) 
[1], overcoming the diffraction limit of conventional optical tweezers. 
Many different structures have been proposed in literature, such as 
bow-tie [2], nano-taper [3], dimers [4], V-type antennas [5], nanoplate 
tetramers [6], hexagonal arrays of triangles [7], nanopillars [8], coaxial 
nanoaperture [9], nanopyramids [10], etc. Moreover, the availability of 
devices and systems such as spargers, bubblers and condensates, makes 
plasmonic tweezers suitable for monitoring not only PM dispersed in 
liquid media, but also PM in the atmosphere [11,12]. 

Lin et al. proposed a gold bowtie plasmonic tweezers coupled to a 
silicon nitride waveguide [2]. The system was considered immersed in 

water, with a polystyrene bead used as nanoparticle to be trapped. The 
excitation wavelength was 1.62 μm. Different gaps for the bowtie were 
studied, from 5 to 30 nm. The structure generated highly concentrated 
resonant fields, allowing for trapping nanoparticles of 20 nm diameter. 
When the gap was fixed at 5 nm, the maximum predicted trapping force 
was about 652 fN mW− 1. The threshold power, evaluated by means of 
the Ashkin criterion [13], was 10.2 mW. 

In [3] a triangular-shaped nano-taper coupled to a silicon nitride 
waveguide having dimensions 600 × 350 nm is reported. The glass 
substrate was made of silicon dioxide. The chosen excitation wavelength 
was 1.064 μm, since silicon nitride exhibits a low optical absorption at 
this wavelength. The device was supposed to be immersed in water. By 
injecting a fundamental TM mode into the waveguide, two hybrid 
plasmonic modes were excited. The maximum optical intensity was 
obtained on the front tip of the nano-taper, inducing a strong trapping 
force on the nanoparticle. In order to find the best taper length, the 
trapping force was studied for different gold heights, from 10 to 60 nm. 
The optimal length identified was 625 nm, with a gold height of 20 nm. 
Trapping performance was evaluated for polystyrene nanoparticles of 
100 nm diameter. Two different stable positions were found, one of 
which was near the front tip and exhibited the deepest potential well of 
2.798kBT mW− 1. Therefore, according to the Ashkin criterion, the 
nanoparticle could be stably trapped with a threshold power as low as 
3.57 mW. 
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A. Ecarnot at al. proposed a plasmonic tweezers based on gold dimers 
coupled to a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguide [4]. The device 
operated in the 1.35–1.75 μm wavelength range. The dimers had an 
ellipsoidal shape, with radii of 40 nm (x-direction) and 100 nm (y-di-
rection). The gold height was 30 nm. A Drude model was used to account 
for gold permittivity. Polystyrene beads with radii ranging from 250 to 
50 nm and immersed in water were considered. LSPR excitation was 
demonstrated at 1.52 μm for the gap size of 20 nm, with a calculated 
absorbance of over 55%. The best trapping performance was obtained 
for nanoparticles having a radius of 50 nm, with a low threshold power 
of about 10 mW and a stiffness along the x-direction of − 3.12 fN nm− 1 

mW− 1. 
In this work, we propose a plasmonic tweezers based on two gold 

half-ring elements deposited on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguide 
(see Fig. 1). The SOI waveguide, having dimensions 500 × 220 nm, 
enables single mode light propagation at 1.55 μm. The structure of the 
half-ring plasmonic tweezers exhibits up to five geometrical parameters 
(inner radius ri, outer radius re, gap g, height h and angle ϑ) providing 
great flexibility for the design. In particular, the proposed structure 
compared with [4] exhibits a higher number of degrees of freedom that 
can be exploited to tailor the design, in terms of both spectral properties 
and excitation efficiency of the nanoantenna. Firstly, the transmittance 
and the reflectance of the device are studied by means of a commercial 
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) software and optimized to deter-
mine the geometrical parameters that allow the LSPR resonance peak to 
be positioned around the wavelength of 1.55 μm. Then, the optical force 
exerted on a polystyrene nanoparticle having a radius of 25 nm is 
calculated using the volumetric technique [14]. Finally, the stiffness and 
the trapping potential are evaluated to determine the points of stable 
equilibrium. 

2. Design 

2.1. Study of the LSPR excitation 

The design of the half-ring plasmonic tweezers is performed by 
means of Lumerical FDTD software. The simulation approach was vali-
dated by considering the numerical and experimental results for the 
structure reported in Refs. [4,14]. An optimum agreement was obtained 
for the transmittance and reflectance spectra, and for the trapping 

stiffness and potential. Table 1 reports the optical parameters for all the 
materials used in the simulation. In particular, gold permittivity is 
modeled by means of the well-known Drude equation: 

εr(ω)= ε∞ −
ω2

p

ω(ω + jγ)
(1)  

where j is the imaginary unit. The values for the high-frequency 
permittivity ε∞, the plasma frequency ωp and the collision frequency γ 
of gold are taken from the literature [4,14]. The geometrical parameters 
of the SOI waveguide and the nanoparticle are also reported in the same 
table. Perfectly matched layers (PMLs) are employed to avoid reflections 
into the computational domain. The optical mode injected into the SOI 
waveguide is the fundamental TE mode. The amplitude of the input 
electric field is normalized to E0 = 1 V/m. Since the plasmonic tweezers 
exhibits a high number of design parameters, up to five, finding the right 
combination to ensure a good coupling between the waveguide and the 
half-ring elements is not trivial. Therefore, preliminary simulations are 
carried out by a trial-and-error approach to determine suitable nominal 
values for the design parameters allowing a resonance in the λ =
1.35–1.75 μm wavelength range. In this part, the nanoparticle is not 
considered, i.e. it is removed from the simulation. Feasible values for all 
the design parameters are used to make realistic a potential fabrication. 
In particular, the gap g has been kept always higher than 15 nm, even if 
with current manufacturing technologies it is possible to obtain ul-
trasmall gaps down to the sub-10 nm scale [15]. The identified param-
eters are the following: ri = 60 nm, re = 75 nm, g = 20 nm, h = 15 nm, ϑ 
= 90◦. 

In order to study the behavior of the device with respect to its 
geometrical parameters, a number of parametric sweeps is performed by 
varying: i) the inner radius, ii) the outer radius, iii) the gap, iv) the 
height, v) the angle. The results, in terms of transmittance and reflec-
tance spectra, are reported in Figs. 2–6. In each simulation, only one 
parameter is varied at a time, keeping the others fixed. The trans-
mittance T is evaluated with a power monitor in the yz-plane put after 
the tweezers, while the reflectance is evaluated with another power 
monitor in the yz-plane put before the source injection plane. 

Fig. 2 shows the transmittance T and the reflectance R as functions of 
the wavelength λ for different inner radii ri. As the inner radius in-
creases, the resonance wavelength undergoes a red shift, from λ = 1.35 
μm to λ = 1.63 μm. In addition, for inner radius values greater than ri =

62 nm, the transmittance decreases, i.e. a better absorption is obtained. 
Regarding the reflectance, a red shift is also observed, with very small 
absolute values. This confirms that the device reflects a very small 
power. 

Fig. 3 shows the transmittance T and the reflectance R as functions of 
the wavelength λ for different outer radii re. In contrast to the previous 
case, increasing the outer radius produces a blue shift of the resonance 
wavelength from λ = 1.54 μm to λ = 1.41 μm. In addition, the trans-
mittance varies slightly, staying around T = 0.81–0.83. Reflectance 
shows a similar behavior, still with very low values. 

Fig. 4 shows the transmittance T and the reflectance R as functions of 

Fig. 1. 3D sketch of the proposed optical plasmonic tweezers. The half-ring 
elements are deposited on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguide. The five 
geometrical parameters of the device, i.e. the inner radius ri, the outer radius re, 
the gap g, the height h and the angle ϑ (representing the tilt of the nanoantenna 
around the z axis, see the inset), are reported. The radius of the nanoparticle is 
denoted by rp. The point O = (0, 0, 0) nm under the SOI waveguide core is the 
origin. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Table 1 
Optical and geometrical parameters employed in the simulation of the half-ring 
plasmonic tweezers.  

Parameter Symbol Value 

Silicon refractive index at 1550 nm nSi 3.48 
Silicon dioxide refractive index at 1550 nm nSiO2 1.45 
Water refractive index at 1550 nm nwater 1.318 
Nanoparticle refractive index at 1550 nm nbead 1.59 
Gold high-frequency permittivity ε∞ 1 [14] 
Gold plasma frequency ωp 1.29 × 1016 rad/s [14] 
Gold collision frequency γ 6.478 × 1013 rad/s [14] 
Silicon waveguide width wSi 500 nm 
Silicon waveguide height hSi 220 nm 
Nanoparticle radius rp 25 nm  

M.C. Falconi et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
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the wavelength λ for different gaps g. Like the previous case, as the gap 
increases, the resonance wavelength decreases, but less noticeably. It is 
also observed that the gap has little influence on the transmittance 
value. A similar behavior occurs for the reflectance, which remains 
below R = 0.026. 

Fig. 5 shows the transmittance T and the reflectance R as functions of 
the wavelength λ for different heights h. It is observed that the height 

greatly affects the resonance wavelength, which decreases from λ =
1.61 μm to λ = 1.36 μm. Also, low values of the height allow for better 
coupling between the waveguide and the tweezers. The reflectance 
continues to remain below R = 0.026. 

Fig. 6 shows the transmittance T and the reflectance R as functions of 
the wavelength λ for different angles ϑ between the geometrical axes of 
the half-ring elements and the propagation direction x. It is apparent 

Fig. 2. (a) Transmittance T and (b) reflectance R as functions of the wavelength λ for five different inner radii, ri = 56 nm (blue curve), ri = 58 nm (red curve), ri =

60 nm (yellow curve), ri = 62 nm (purple curve), ri = 64 nm (green curve). Outer radius re = 75 nm, gap g = 20 nm, height h = 15 nm, angle ϑ = 90◦. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 3. (a) Transmittance T and (b) reflectance R as functions of the wavelength λ for five different outer radii, re = 71 nm (blue curve), re = 73 nm (red curve), re =

75 nm (yellow curve), re = 77 nm (purple curve), re = 79 nm (green curve). Inner radius ri = 60 nm, gap g = 20 nm, height h = 15 nm, angle ϑ = 90◦. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. (a) Transmittance T and (b) reflectance R as functions of the wavelength λ for five different gaps, g = 16 nm (blue curve), g = 18 nm (red curve), g = 20 nm 
(yellow curve), g = 22 nm (purple curve), g = 24 nm (green curve). Inner radius ri = 60 nm, outer radius re = 75 nm, height h = 15 nm, angle ϑ = 90◦. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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that the resonance wavelength is almost insensitive to the rotation of the 
structure. The largest difference is observed for the transmittance in-
tensity, which decreases as the angle increases. This result suggests that 
the coupling between the waveguide and the tweezers is maximum 
when the half-ring elements are parallel to the propagation direction, i. 
e. ϑ = 90◦. In other words, the maximum coupling is obtained when the 
center-to-center axis of the half-ring elements is aligned with the 
injected electric field, which is polarized along the y-direction. The 
reflectance shows an identical behavior. 

By exploiting the results obtained from the parametric sweeps, the 
following values for the design parameters are chosen: inner radius ri =

60 nm, outer radius re = 71 nm, gap g = 20 nm, height h = 15 nm, angle 
ϑ = 90◦. 

2.2. Evaluation of the optical trapping force 

In order to investigate the trapping performance of the proposed 
plasmonic tweezers, the nanoparticle is added to the model and the 
optical force exerted on it is evaluated by means of the volumetric 
technique [14]. The position of the nanoparticle is varied along both the 
x-direction (i.e. with yp = 0 nm) and the y-direction (i.e. with xp = 0 
nm). It is worth pointing out that the nanoparticle is put in contact with 
the half-ring elements along the z-direction, i.e. at z = hSi + h + rp (see 
Fig. 1). Surface roughness is not considered in the model since its 
contribution can be neglected provided that the ratio between the cor-
relation length and the root mean square (RMS) height is high enough, 
larger than 10 [16]. Thermal effects were not taken into account in this 

study since the photothermal effect can be mitigated by exploiting heat 
sinks or by decreasing the power density among the plasmonic nano-
structures [17]. 

Fig. 7(a) shows the x-component Fx of the optical force as a function 
of the nanoparticle position xp and the wavelength λ. At the wavelength 
λ = 1.55 μm, the nanoparticle is affected by the force exerted by the 
plasmonic tweezers mainly within a range of xp = ±50 nm with respect 
to the center of the structure, i.e. xp = 0 nm, at which point the force 
changes sign (from positive to negative). A similar behavior is observed 
in Fig. 7(b), which shows the y-component Fy of the optical force as a 
function of the nanoparticle position yp and the wavelength λ. The 
presence of two sign inversions from positive to negative for the optical 
force Fy depends on the fact that the nanoparticle, moving along the y- 
axis, encounters two distinct gold-water interfaces at yp = ±g/2. This 
effect is more apparent for small nanoparticles [4]. Moreover, the 
z-component of the optical force, calculated in (xp, yp) = (0, 0) nm, is 
equal to Fz = − 301.3 fN mW− 1, i.e. the nanoparticle is pushed towards 
the tweezers along the z-direction. This suggests that (xp, yp) = (0, 0) nm 
is an equilibrium position for the nanoparticle. 

In order to assess the trapping stability, the stiffness and also the 
trapping potential need to be evaluated. In fact, equilibrium is stable 
only if the Ashkin criterion [13] is met, i.e. if the trapping potential U 
depth is at least equal to 10kBT, where kB is the Boltzmann constant and 
T = 298 K is the temperature of the system. The stiffness is defined as the 
spatial derivative of the optical force, while the trapping potential is 
given by the following integral: 

Fig. 5. (a) Transmittance T and (b) reflectance R as functions of the wavelength λ for five different heights, h = 11 nm (blue curve), h = 13 nm (red curve), h = 15 
nm (yellow curve), h = 17 nm (purple curve), h = 19 nm (green curve). Inner radius ri = 60 nm, outer radius re = 75 nm, gap g = 20 nm, angle ϑ = 90◦. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 6. (a) Transmittance T and (b) reflectance R as functions of the wavelength λ for five different angles, ϑ = 0◦ (blue curve), ϑ = 30◦ (red curve), ϑ = 60◦ (yellow 
curve), ϑ = 90◦ (purple curve). Inner radius ri = 60 nm, outer radius re = 75 nm, gap g = 20 nm, height h = 15 nm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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U(r0)= −

∫r0

− ∞

F⋅dr (2) 

Fig. 8(a) shows the stiffness kx along the x-direction as a function of 
the nanoparticle position xp and the wavelength λ. It is observed that the 
stiffness becomes negative at the equilibrium position. It is approxi-
mately equal to kx = − 4.06 fN mW− 1 nm− 1, which ensures that the 
particle will move little while trapped. The calculated stiffness along the 
y-direction is slightly positive, ky = 0.76 fN mW− 1 nm− 1, as shown in 
Fig. 8(b). 

Finally, the trapping potential U is evaluated by means of (2). It is 
worth stressing that, a univocal trapping potential can be defined only in 
absence of non-conservative force components. Since in the presented 
case, the nanoantenna driving the optical forces is excited thanks to the 
underlying dielectric waveguide, there will be a non-conservative scat-
tering force component due to the directional propagation of the energy 
in the waveguide. This will result in a small difference in the calculation 
of the integral in (2) if the integration path is oriented along the x-di-
rection or the y-direction. The result is shown in Fig. 9, which reports the 
trapping potentials Ux and Uy along the x-direction and the y-direction, 
respectively, both normalized to kBT, as functions of the nanoparticle 
position and the wavelength λ. The resulting potential wells have a 
depth of approximately Ux = − 0.684kBT mW− 1 and Uy = − 0.37kBT 
mW− 1. Consequently, an input power of Pin = 27 mW at λ = 1.55 μm is 
sufficient to meet the Ashkin criterion and stably trap the nanoparticle. 

3. Conclusions 

An integrated plasmonic near-field tweezers based on a novel 
nanoantenna design consisting in two gold half-ring elements has been 
proposed and designed. The structure exhibits a great versatility due to 
the high number of geometrical parameters, making it possible to tailor 
the resonance wavelength of the plasmonic tweezers. The trapping 
performance was investigated by evaluating the optical force exerted on 
a nanoparticle of rp = 25 nm radius, along with the stiffness and the 
trapping potential. Simulation results have shown that stable trapping is 
achieved for an input power as low as Pin = 27 mW at λ = 1.55 μm, with 
a stiffness kx = − 4.06 fN mW− 1 nm− 1. This input power is 10% lower 
than that reported in [4], where an input power Pin = 30 mW was 
required to trap a nanoparticle having the same radius rp = 25 nm. 
Moreover, a slightly smaller stiffness kx = − 3.12 fN mW− 1 nm− 1 was 
also reported in [4], but for a nanoparticle having radius rp = 50 nm. 
Further improvements could be obtained by: (i) adding dielectric 
nanorods inside the half-ring elements to mechanically filter the nano-
particles; (ii) considering a chain of multiple half-ring elements with 
different sizes, paving the way to wavelength-selective optical trapping. 
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